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ENDLESS CUSTOM OPTIONS

Executive, conference, task, multi-purpose and 

lobby—explore all of our customizable collections 

using our online Chairbuilder tool.  

 

2, 5 or 10-DAY SHIPPING 

Thanks to our nimble size and lean manufactur-

ing operation, our shipping speed is unmatched 

in the industry.

WHO WE ARE
Since 1996, we’ve built a reputation for making well-designed, comfortable and 

affordable office seating from our 240,000-square-foot build-to-order facility 

located in Southern California.

OUR VALUE

SitOnIt Seating is where high-end style meets 

high-comfort ergonomics—discover premium 

seating solutions at a fraction of the price. 

WE LOVE OUR CUSTOMERS

Our outstanding customer service team takes 

care of you from start to finish! You’ll always have 

support before, during and after each sale.

WORLD-CLASS DESIGN

Our in-house design team defies the notion that 

engineers are strictly analytical and designers 

only artistic. We’ve intentionally recruited  

creatively inclined engineers and structurally 

sound designers to thoughtfully craft chairs  

that look and feel great. 

INSPIRE COLLABORATION
Design an environment that fosters creative energy with  

bright colors and intuitive ergonomics. 

Above, clockwise from top:  
WIT featured in (mesh) Tangerine, (seat) Slide Tangerine, (frame) Black 

 WIT featured in (mesh) Lemon, (seat) Slide Lemon, (frame) Black 
 WIT featured in (mesh) Aqua, (seat) Slide Aqua, (frame) Black 
 WIT featured in (mesh) Apple, (seat) Slide Apple, (frame) Black

TORSA featured in (mesh) Electric Blue, (seat) Quirk Rio, (frame) White
AMPLIFY featured in (mesh) Apple, (seat) Links Foliage, (frame) Fog
WIT featured in (mesh) Lemon, (seat) Dayspell Stellar, (frame) Silver



RIO
Putting fun in functional. 

Discover our favorite light-

weight chair with innovative 

flexback technology.

LUMIN
Light up the room. 

Our popular, multipurpose chair  

is both elegant and modern.  

Top of page: RIO featured in (frame) Black, (shell color) Red 

Above: RIO featured in (frame) Silver, (shell color) Carotene 

Top of page: LUMIN featured in (frame) Black, (shell color) Lagoon

Above: LUMIN featured in (frame) Silver, (shell color) Sage
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NOVO TASK NOVO STOOL

Achieve: Arc-Com Roundabout Sunflower

Sona: Momentum Foray Pebble

Composium: Momentum Amuse Alloy

NOVO 
Making everywhere new again. 

Our rookie task chair-turned-MVP took home the “Best of 

Neocon 2016” award in the Ergonomic/Task Chairs category 

by Contract Magazine and 2016 Editor’s Choice award in the 

Product Innovations category from Buildings Magazine.

Above: NOVO featured in (mesh) Aqua, (seat) Slide Nickel, (frame) Fog, (lumbar) White, (lumbar accent) Ocean

Right: NOVO featured in (mesh) Electric Blue, (seat) Slide Electric Blue, (frame) Black



AMPLIFY UPHOLSTERED featured in Green Hides Sierra Citron, (frame) Black 

AMPLIFY MESHAMPLIFY UPHOLSTERED

AMPLIFY 
The power of more. 

Sleek and aerodynamic, this chair has the most built-in 

features than any other in its class. 

Top of page: 

AMPLIFY UPHOLSTERED featured in Metro Westminster, (frame) Black 

AMPLIFY MESH featured in (mesh) Desert, (seat) Metro Westminster, (frame) Black

Above: AMPLIFY featured in (mesh) Apple, (seat) Telegram Celery, (frame) Fog| 8 | | 9 |
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 TORSA
 Inspired by nature. 

Experience supreme comfort 

thanks to our unique Comfort 

Drive™ control technology. 

Above: TORSA featured in (mesh) Fog, (seat) Honeycomb Ice, (frame) Black 

Left: TORSA featured in (mesh) Fog Stripe, (seat) Estuary Steel,  

(frame) White, (back support) White 
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 WIT
 Smart and surprising. 

One of our most popular task 

chairs comes with a pull handle  

for easy mobility.

Right: WIT featured in (mesh) Apple, (seat) Pop Apple, (frame) Black 

Far back right: WIT featured in (mesh) Lemon, (seat) Pop Lemon, (frame) Silver 

Far back left: COMPOSIUM OTTOMAN featured Lena White, (finish) Clear Maple

Above: WIT featured in (mesh) Thintex Grape, (seat) Slide Grape,  

(frame) Black 
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FOCUS WORKFOCUS SPORT FOCUS EXECUTIVE FOCUS SIDE WOOD BACK FOCUS SIDE UPHOLSTERED

FOCUS 
Where comfort, style and ergonomics  

converge. 

This versatile, comfort-focused line has 

something for everyone.

FOCUS SIDE CAFÉ STOOL

Bottom left: FOCUS CAFÉ STOOL in (mesh) Desert,  

(seat) Highland Fields, (frame) Silver 

Above: FOCUS SIDE SPORT featured in (mesh) Impress, (seat) 

Highland Fields, (frame) Silver 

Above left: FOCUS WORK SPORT featured in (mesh) Impress, 

(seat) Highland Fields, (frame) Silver

Top of page, from left to right: 

FOCUS SPORT featured in (mesh) Black, (seat) Hourglass Galaxy, 

(frame) Black

FOCUS WORK featured in (mesh) Black, (seat) Marathon Storm, 

(frame) Black 

Above, from left to right: 

FOCUS EXECUTIVE/TASK featured in (mesh) Black,  

(seat) Cover Cloth Vesper, (frame) Black

FOCUS CAFÉ STOOL featured in (mesh) Black,  

(seat) Element Chalk, (frame) Silver 

FOCUS SIDE WOOD BACK featured in (back) Clear Maple, 

(seat) Slide Onyx, (frame) Silver 

FOCUS SIDE UPHOLSTERED featured in (back) Element Chalk, 

(seat) Element Chalk, (frame) Silver 

Left: FOCUS WORK/TASK STOOL featured in (mesh) Impress, 

(seat) Highland Fields, (frame) Black 

Below: FOCUS SIDE UPHOLSTERED featured in (back and 

seat) Highland Fields, (frame) Silver
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SONA 
Big design. Slim profile. 

The slimmer profile on this Pensi- 

designed chair makes for an elegant, 

conference room option.

Top of page: SONA UPHOLSTERED featured in Free Pearl, (frame) Black 

Above: SONA featured in (knit) Dune Textured Knit, (seat) Sugarshoots Bleu, 

(frame) Silver 

PRAVA 
Command performance. 

Designed by Jorge Pensi, this classic 

silhouette features distinctive  

double-stitched detailing. 

Top of page: PRAVA featured in Sierra Pebble, (frame) Black 

Above: PRAVA featured in Sierra Straw, (frame) Silver 
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FREELANCE UPHOLSTERED FREELANCE PLASTIC FREELANCE SLED

FREELANCE 
Built for durability. Imagine the versatility. 

Our crowdpleasing side chair is curved,  

comfortable and ready for anything.

Above: FREELANCE SIDE featured in Lava Lagoon, (frame) Black

Below, from left to right: 

FREELANCE UPHOLSTERED featured in Disc 001, (frame) Black

FREELANCE PLASTIC featured in(frame) Silver, shell color) Salsa 

FREELANCE SLED featured in (frame) Silver, (shell color) Plum
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INFLEX

INFLEX 
Geometry in motion. 

Designer Giancarlo Piretti crafted a flex-back 

disc system inspired by the natural curve of  

the spine.

RELAY 
Durable and adaptable to the finish. 

Designed by Dorsey Cox, this futuristic style 

stacks easily for quick storage and transport.

Above left: INFLEX CAFÉ STOOL featured in 

(frame) Silver, (shell color) Sage Plastic 

Right: INFLEX SIDE featured in (frame) Silver, 

(shell color) Honeycomb Plastic

Below: INFLEX SIDE featured in (frame) Navy, 

(shell color) Navy Plastic

RELAY NESTER

Above: RELAY NESTER featured in (frame) Silver, (shell color) Salsa, (seat) Medium Delight, 

Below: RELAY NESTER featured in (frame) Black, (shell color) Pebble, (seat) Span Crypton Bark,
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LET’S TALK  
COLLABORATION

Great ideas always come when 

you least expect it—like during an 

impromptu conversation or when 

you’re just relaxing. Create space 

for productive spontaneity with our 

IDEON Soft Seating collections.  

Discover comfortable solutions  

for every space. 

COMPOSIUM CURVE CLUB featured in Manner Cottage and Manner Hush, (finish) Medium Cherry
MEZZANINE CUBE COFFEE & END TABLES featured in Medium Cherry
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VISIT MODULAR CLUB featured in (back) Marathon Sprite, (seat) Nexus Grasshopper, 

(finish) Amber Mahogany

VISIT MODULAR featured Element Chalk, (finish) Amber Mahogany

VISIT MODULAR  
ARMLESS

VISIT MODULAR  
WOOD ARM

VISIT MODULAR  
TABLET & MAGAZINE RACK

VISIT MODULAR 
Sit. Stay a while. 

The Visit Modular collection can be configured for virtually 

any space—with ganging brackets and handles, it’s ideal 

for off-the-cuff meetings and multi-purpose spaces. 
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COMPOSIUM SHARP SOFA

COMPOSIUM SHARP SETTEE

COMPOSIUM SHARP CLUB

COMPOSIUM 
Perfect harmony. 

Composium is where durability 

meets style. Its steel rail construc-

tion withstands heavy usage in 

tough environments while a myriad 

of style options (curve, sharp, flair, 

round and bench) makes it a versa-

tile option for lobbies and lounges.

Left: COMPOSIUM SHARP CLUBS WITH TABLET featured in  

Oath Tango, (finish) Clear Maple 

COMPOSIUM SHARP CLUBS featured in Messenger Satsuma

COMPOSIUM OTTOMANS featured in Oath Tango, Eastside Little Italy, 

Odyssey Rue 

MEZZANINE OCCASIONAL ROUND TABLE featured in  

Clear Maple Finish 

Above: COMPOSIUM SHARP CLUB, SETTEE AND SOFA featured in 

Element Chalk, (finish) Amber Mahogany
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PRE-CONFIGURED MULTI-SEATING 21” Guest with Linking Table

AVIERA 
High traffic. Low stress. 

Get in and out with ease thanks to our Safe Arm Design  

(i.e. no sharp corners!). Choose from antimicrobial wood finishes or 

a lightweight aluminum that’s rust-proof and carpet-friendly.

Above: AVIERA METAL GUEST featured in Brisa Fresco Sea Glass, (finish) Silver Metallic,   

(arm caps) Clear Maple Wood 

Back Right: AVIERA METAL GUEST featured in Olympus Beluga, (finish) Silver Metallic,  

(arm caps) Polyurethane

COMPOSIUM OTTOMAN featured in Brisa Fresco Goldenrod, 

Background: INFLEX CAFÉ STOOL featured in (shell color) Honeycomb, (frame) Silver 

MEZZANINE ROUND TABLE featured in Clear Maple

Below, from left to right: AVIERA PRE-CONFIGURED MULTI-SEATING featured in Chalk, (finish) 

Graphite, (arm caps) Espresso 

AVIERA 21” GUEST WITH LINKING TABLE featured in Runner Standard Bluff, (finish) Clear Maple 
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TESTED &  
APPROVED 

We put ourselves through  

the ringer (so you don’t have to). 

Rest assured that our products 

have been tested for quality  

control, strength and durability.

FIND YOUR HUE
With thousands of textiles, COM options,  
frame accents and finishes to choose from,  
you can mix and match to your heart’s content 
—whether you’re enhancing school colors or  
just in the mood to be creative! 

PERFECTION IS POSSIBLE 
Our accurate fabric matching ensures that  
patterns will line up perfectly—even with  
replacement upholstery parts ordered  
years later! 

SAFETY FIRST
We make it easy for designers and buyers to put 
safety first. Since fire safety is a top priority for 
many facilities, we offer CAL 133 models for  
every collection, COM fabric approval service 
and a 10-day turnaround all at an extremely 
competitive pricepoint. 

ENDLESS  
CUSTOM OPTIONS 

Developed by world-renowned 

designers and engineers, all of our 

collections are customizable  

from top to bottom.

WHY CHOOSE US?

*Not applicable for the Visit Modular collection.

ANSI/BIFMA CERTIFIED
SitOnIt Seating and IDEON are members of the  
Business and Institutional Furniture Manufacturer’s 
Association (BIFMA). Tests developed by BIFMA are 
approved by the American National Standards Institute 
(ANSI) to determine the strength and durability of  
seating. Although testing is not a warranty or  
guarantee, our products meet or exceed BIFMA  
and ANSI standards.

HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPIONS
We use rigorous standards that test for arm and leg 
strength, overall load and impact. Our Heavy Duty  
chairs have a 350 lb. weight capacity and bariatric  
models are rated to 500 lbs. and 1, 000 lbs. Bariatric 
models are available in 30” and 42” widths with  
additional seat foam, steel reinforcement and extra- 
large casters with 25% more weight capacity. IDEON 
club chairs, settees and sofas are rated to 250, 500  
and 750 lbs. respectively.

BUILT TO LAST
The unique IDEON steel rail system* creates a robust, 
durable understructure that withstands even the  
toughest environments. The arms are anchored by a 
high performance molded joint system that provides 
long-lasting stability. The modular assembly of rails  
and components makes field replacement of our  
components simple, ultimately extending the life  
of the product. 

LEED CERTIFIED
Earn points toward LEED certification thanks to 
our US manufacturing location and our use of 
recycled materials where possible.

GREENGUARD CERTIFIED 
All SitOnIt Seating and IDEON products met the 
rigorous criteria required by Greenguard Gold  
in accordance with the Collaborative for High 
Performance Schools.

LEVEL CERTIFIED
We’ve worked to achieve BIFMA level®  
certification for all SitOnIt Seating and  
IDEON seating products.

WE DID OUR HOMEWORK
Download detailed documents that break down 
the percentage of recycling content, manufactur-
ing process and indoor air emissions for  
every chair we make.

SUSTAINABLE  
DESIGN 

We make it easy to go green.  

Design an eco-friendly room from 

the ground up or upgrade  

an existing space to meet the  

latest environmental standards.

HOW TO PURCHASE 
SitOnIT Seating is proud to offer two 
competitively solicited and publicly 
awarded cooperative contracts 
available through National IPA. Visit 
www.nationalipa.org for more 
information.



The images used within this website or document represent the  
logical use of the product(s) offered. The textiles, frame colors,  
accessories and options depicted are subject to change without  
notice. Refer to the current price list or contact Customer Support  
for the most up-to-date product information and specifications.

SitOnIt, IDEON, Achieve, Amplify, Anytime, Aviera, Comfort Drive,  
Composium, Focus, Freelance, InFlex, Lumin, Novo, Prava, Relay, 
Rio, Sona, Thintex, Torsa, Visit and Wit are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of Exemplis. All other trademarks are property of their 
respective owners.

Form No. C959 08/G1594  Printed in the USA.  

©2016 Exemplis. 

For the name and number of your  

local representative call, email or visit the website.

SitOnIt Seating
(888) 274-8664
sales@sitonit.net
sitonit.net

IDEON
(877) 994-3366
sales@ideondesign.com
ideondesign.com

6415 Katella Avenue • Cypress, CA 90630   

OUR PROMISE  
TO YOU 
SitOnIt Seating and IDEON warrant to the  

original purchaser that our products will be  

free from defects in material and workmanship. 

The warranty period varies by product/product 

use and ranges from two years to a full, lifetime 

warranty. Visit us online to read our complete 

SitOnIt Seating and IDEON warranty policies. 




